Shodai Soke Ryuho Okuyama
Shodai Soke was born in 1901 in Yamagata Prefecture. His given name was Okuyama Yoshiji. He
graduated from the Tokyo Seiji Gakko (Tokyo School of Political Science) and in 1927 moved to
Asahikawa, Hokkaido where, along with Mr. Namikoshi Tokujiro, he established a medical clinic (Mr.
Namikoshi was later to establish the now famous Nihon Shiatsu School in Tokyo).
During his early life, Shodai Soke traveled extensively from his base in Asahikawa studying many of the
martial and medical systems of his day. During that period, the best way to find qualified teachers of
Jujutsu was to find good doctors of oriental medicine. Included in his martial studies were Daitoryu
Aikijujutsu (which he studied in Hokkaido primarily from Kyoju Dairi Matsuda (Toshimi) Hosaku and later
for a short period of time from Daitoryu Soke Takeda Sokaku), Seigoryu Jujutsu (studied in Kyoto),
Hasegawakoryu Kenjutsu (sword style studied in Hokkaido), Nitoryu Kenjutsu (sword style studied in the
Kumamoto Hot Springs area), Sojutsu (spear combat studied in Yamagata Prefecture), Jojutsu (stick
combat studied in the mountains of Niigata), Kyujutsu (archery studied in Yamagata Prefecture),
Shurikenjutsu (throwing weapons studied in the mountains of Niigata), as well as other lesser-known
systems. In all, he studied under twenty teachers of various bujutsu ryu.
At the same time, he had the opportunity to study with leading masters of traditional Japanese medicine
including circulation (meridian-in/yo) theory, finger pressure medicine, acupuncture, massage, and
traditional herbs and diet. He eventually became an instructor of Daitoryu Aikijujutsu, but in 1939 he
broke with Takeda Sensei, calling what he taught “Meishido”.
The Founding Of Hakkoryu Jujutsu

Finally, on June 1, 1941 he held the “Hakkoryu Kaiso Hokokusai” (Ceremony Proclaiming to the Kami
(Gods) the Founding of Hakkoryu). Hakkoryu was born on this date. Moving to the Kanda district of
Tokyo, he established the Hakkoryu Kobujuku (Private School for the Classical Military Art of Hakkoryu)
where he operated a popular training hall while also providing direct instruction to the police and
military. When the Allied bombings of Tokyo became too severe, he and his followers fled the city and
joined the Mount Haguro sect of Shugendo (a mixture of esoteric Buddhism and Shintoism) in Yamagata
Prefecture. There he was to stay, study, and teach until around 1947, at which time he moved to Omiya
City (now known as Saitama City), Saitama Prefecture and established the Hakkoryu So Hombu Dojo,
sometimes referred to as the Hakkoryu Juku Hombu Dojo. The dojo has been in this location ever since.
The name “Hakkoryu” is based on a philosophical Japanese view of the color spectrum as being divided
into nine bands of light. The eighth shade is infrared, which is invisible to the naked eye but extremely
powerful, both characteristics apparent in Hakkoryu’s techniques. The number eight in Japan also has

associated with it numerous philosophical and religious meanings that are beyond the scope of this brief
introduction.
Hakkoryu Jujutsu Techniques, Training, and Certification

Little known and often misunderstood outside Japan, Hakkoryu is a Jujutsu system which uses the
body’s Keiraku (meridian system) to create varying amounts of pain to control an attacker without
necessarily causing serious injury. Japanese and traditional Oriental medicine teaches that “Ki”, one of
the non-physical aspects of life, flows through Keiraku in the body. Certain Tsubo (special points) along
the Keiraku are sensitive to touching or striking and cause sharp distracting pain, but do not necessarily
damage bones, joints, or other body tissue. These are the focal points of Hakkoryu techniques that a
trained exponent uses to distract, dispatch, or arrest an attacker. Because of the non-injurious potential
of these techniques, Hakkoryu is said to be humanitarian in nature.
The primary means of instruction in Hakkoryu is through Kata (choreographed combat sequences) in
which the principles of Shodai Soke’s system are introduced. A thorough grounding in Omote (surface
techniques) is required of all ryu disciples. There are four basic Kata: Shodan (first degree), Nidan
(second degree), Sandan (third degree), and Yondan (fourth degree), which also correspond with the
black belt level a disciple holds. There are no higher Dan ranks regularly awarded in Hakkoryu, other
than a Godan (fifth degree) which may be awarded in special cases, or higher degrees at the discretion
of the Soke only. Each Kata contains numerous Kihon Waza (basic techniques) which must be mastered
and thoroughly understood. These Kata embody the wisdom and experience of Shodai Soke and are to
be handed down as they are, without change to the core principles, to successive generations.
Mastering the Omote is not to be rushed, for inevitably the resulting damage will make itself evident.
The essence of Hakkoryu techniques will remain elusive to those who have not undergone prolonged
study of the basics under a certified Shihan.
Contained within the Kihon Waza are Gensoku (principles) which are the actual lessons of the
techniques. The introduction of Gensoku through Kihon Waza follows a rational order where
subsequent principles build onto previous ones, developing into a cohesive whole. Once a disciple learns
these Gensoku, he/she is able to develop their own Henka (variations) using combinations or unique
applications of Gensoku for a potentially infinite number of circumstances. This allows the disciple to
create techniques and applications suited to one’s own needs and circumstances, rather than blindly
memorizing the techniques taught by instructors. With Hakkoryu, one achieves the ability to create
rather than merely imitate.
Most Hakkoryu classes are taught one-on-one, Shihan to Deshi. The old concept that it is preferable to
train a few hand-selected students well rather than many anonymous students not so well continues.
This traditional master-to-disciple relationship allows the Shihan to make immediate comment or
correction on a disciple’s technique. In this manner, a disciple can learn rapidly and can better come to

understand the many subtleties of Hakkoryu techniques and approaches. It not only guarantees a high
quality of excellence in its exponents, but this method also limits the number of disciples a Shihan can
capably and comfortably teach. In Hakkoryu, it’s the quality of disciples not the quantity that matters.
Because a ryu’s reputation depends on the character and abilities of its exponents, Nidai Soke clearly
realizes that any compromise of this method could lead to the ryu’s decline. There is little flexibility on
this point.
Constant throughout Hakkoryu training is the concept of abandoning force. Muscular strength is not
required in Hakkoryu. Instead, the techniques rely mainly on an understanding of anatomy and
physiology, both the exponent’s and his/her attacker. Disciples are encouraged always to relax both
mind and body so that one’s Tanden or Hara (center of gravity) settles in the proper place. Thus, body
weight may be easily focused at various points during the execution of techniques. Should a disciple try
to use strength alone, his/her body weight will not be focused properly, and techniques will be much
less effective. Once a disciple can grasp and unconsciously practice this concept, progress becomes
rapid. Another reason one should relax is that Hakkoryu training sessions are painful, sometimes
extremely so. Relaxing one’s mind and body diminishes such pain and prevents injury.
For advanced training, Hakkoryu continues to use the Menkyo (Licensing) system, long a part of
traditional Japanese bujutsu koryu. Upon mastering the Shodan through Yondan Kata, it is possible that
one might be recommended by one’s Shihan and subsequently invited by Nidai Soke to undergo
advanced training as a Jiki Deshi (Direct Disciple). Nidai Soke is the only individual authorized to provide
such advanced training and to bestow Menkyo licenses. Should one receive such a written invitation
from Nidai Soke, one must travel to Hombu Dojo in Saitama City for training over extended periods of
time. On occasion Nidai Soke will travel abroad and conduct Shihan Jikiden at branch dojos.
These invitations are difficult to obtain and letters of recommendation must be sent to Nidai Soke from
Hakkoryu Shihan in good standing in order to even be considered. Qualification for such training goes
considerably beyond technical ability, which is assumed, to include a strong appreciation for Japanese
culture, manners, and traditions. One’s attitude, approach, contributions, and appreciation for
subtleties are all reviewed. Especially with non-Japanese disciples, at whatever level they may have
attained in Hakkoryu, it is best and appropriate to always consider oneself as simply a guest of
Hakkoryu. The seeking of personal power, fame, and fortune is counter to the spirit of Hakkoryu.
The original set of advanced instruction is for the title of Shihan (Master Instructor), and as with all
advanced training in Hakkoryu, is taught personally by Nidai Soke. During this time, Hombu Dojo is
closed during the day to all visitors except those ranked Shihan or above who are directly assisting Nidai
Soke in his teaching. It is during these training sessions that the Higi (Hidden Points) and Okuden (Secret
Techniques) are imparted to the Jiki Deshi directly by the Soke giving depth, finesse, and personality to
an exponent’s techniques. This process is termed “Jikiden” (Direct Transmission).

